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1. Introduction
In commercial spoken dialogue applications,
consideration must be given to the client commissioning the
application and the actual users of the application Typically,
the dialogue designer must strike a balance between the
requirements of the technology and the requirements of the
organisation putting in place the application, and create a
directed speech interaction which is acceptable to regular
clients.1 The dialogue designer is confronted not only with
the task of writing the application dialogue, but also with
particular views customers may already have regarding the
application and how it should be structured. These views
tend to be influenced by the many IVR (Interactive Voice
Response) touch-tone systems already used by numerous
organisations. In this paper, leaving aside the larger issues
concerning dialogue design in general, we address the
specific issue of fielding a commercial dialogue application
at a customer site. We report on our experience in
developing a banking and stock market telephone-based
transaction system for a large financial institution, and we
discuss the issue of dealing with preconceptions when
transferring from one technology to another, in particular
from a touch tone to a voice interface [1].

2. Dialogue Analysis
In the course of developing the spoken dialogue
application for Commonwealth Securities,2 we conducted
an analysis of a corpus of recorded human-human
interactions between the clients and the agents in the stock
trading service of Commonwealth Securities. The service
offered by the bank allows registered clients to ring and
request stock prices, trade stocks, confirm and cancel trade
orders. Stock trading involves negotiation about stock
prices whether for buying or selling.
Recording these calls is a legal requirement for the
bank, and we randomly selected for analysis one day’s
worth of calls (approximately 6 hrs, with a duration of about
5 min per call). The corpus was analysed for dialogue flow,
1
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vocabulary, syntactic structure, and pragmatic information
(for instance whether any information is taken for granted in
the context). The information obtained from the analysis
was then used to build the lexicon, and to construct the
dialogue and the grammars for the automated telephone
system to be implemented for that service. Two main
characteristics of human-human dialogue became apparent.
The first is that these dialogues are domain specific, and
the interaction between the user and the agent is structured.
Users know what to expect, i.e. what information is required
and when. The agent is trained to obtain information
quickly and effectively, and the user is ‘trained’ by this
process.3
The second characteristic is that there is close cooperation between the interlocutors, involving constant
checking between the participants. This occurs for example
when using stock codes containing confusable letters, e.g.
“BHP” and “BHV”, and when checking the price in dollars,
or the amount of shares to be traded.

3. Dialogue Design
The aim of the dialogue designer is to create a call flow
corresponding both to clients expectations and customers
requirements.
In general, most people are more familiar with IVR
employing DTMF (i.e. touch tone) than with speech
recognition systems. This familiarity influences how
customers expect their application should be constructed.
We have found that one of the major concerns of customers
is how their clients will respond to a spoken language
system, and a new interface [2,3].
In adjusting to a new medium, e.g. speech-driven
applications, people understandably tend to compare it with
a more familiar system. In this case, a comparison may be
made with IVR systems, where users hear prompts such as
(1).
(1) press 1 for account balance, press 2 for transfers.
In their concern about their clients reaction to a spoken
dialogue system and a new interface (i.e. speech as opposed
to DTMF), customers tend to conceive menu style dialogue
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This structure and the order it imposes on the flow of the dialogue make
this type of dialogue very suitable for a system where information can be
organised according to the different tasks involved, and where a form
needs to be completed for each task.

scripts. For instance, in a spoken dialogue system, (1) may
be reinterpreted as a prompt such as (2):
(2) for account balance say account balance, for
transfers say transfer.
For applications which may require a complex menu
hierarchy, a scenario such as the one in (2) would not be
effective, or acceptable. One of the issues is thus how to
create prompts to allow for a more naturally flowing
dialogue [4,6,7], when the system specifications are given in
the form of an IVR callflow diagram.
When designing a new spoken dialogue for an existing
application with a complicated IVR menu structure, another
issue is to convey to novice users which services are
available. This is one of the primary concerns of the
customer and one of their system requirements. However,
the customer wants to include as much information as
possible in the prompts, and a challenge for dialogue
designers is to allow for information to be communicated in
a comprehensive but brief manner. Too much information
in all the prompts slows down the interaction; it puts
frequent users, who are familiar with the application and do
not need this information, at a disadvantage. Frequent users
confronted with a verbose and inflexible dialogue may
become irritated and might prefer using an alternative mode
of interaction (e.g. web, or human).
Prior to touch tone, telephonists were the voice of the
organisation; they almost never gave a list of the services
available, but instead guided callers to their desired
destinations. We want to emulate the role of the traditional
telephonist, without encouraging lengthy negotiations over a
user request.

familiarity with IVR touch tone systems, giving rise to
assumptions about the way speech recognition systems
operate. Developing automated telephone spoken
applications for customers who are familiar with humanhuman interactions and IVR rather than with spoken
language processing presents particular challenges to
dialogue designers. As a consequence, we now have a
better understanding of customers expectations, and this has
allowed a more constructive interaction with the customer
during dialogue design.
This experience with our customer is a particular
instance of a more general issue, that is how people deal
with changes in technology. For spoken language
technology, we have to be aware that it can be compared
with another one. In addition, customers may not share
dialogue designers’ familiarity with spoken dialogue
systems. Thus, dialogue designers must be prepared to
tackle customer pre-conceptions and to manage customers
requirements. In particular, if these requirements come in
the form of an IVR dialogue, this will need to be carefully
restructured into a dialogue more appropriate for the
technology.
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